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Delivering luxury door hardware for high-end residential, commercial and yacht projects for 30 years, 
Turnstyle Designs was founded by Steve Roberts in 1992. Steve and his wife Christina work collaboratively 
to design some of the worlds most innovative decorative hardware, using a broad palette of materials and 

finishes including, brass, leather and Amalfine™. 

From hand stitched leather to individually hammered door hardware, attention to detail is found in every 
product made. Turnstyle is proudly British made and manufactured in the beautiful Devon countryside.

With multiple product combinations and flexibility to allow customisation, there is something for everyone. 
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July 2015; Each September Turnstyle Designs showcases new designs and finishes of their design led 

hardware during exhibition season (at 100% Designs, Focus15 and Monaco Yacht Show) this year set to 

be the star of 2015 exhibitions is the newly launched “The Bridge” door lever.

Designed by Christina Roberts, “The Bridge” is a sublimely beautiful creation, it’s flowing and subtle 

form falls as easily into the hand as it does on the eye. Inspired by the Arm chair 400 (better known as 

the “Tank”) by Alvar Aalto and also the Plywood Lounge Chair by Charles Eames, Christina created the

simple sleek lines and straight forward appearance that is “The Bridge” to

compliment the modern classic interior.
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Substantial yet refined, The Bridge is the perfect 

door handle, worked and reworked again and again 

until perfected. Return to door with an elegant 

sweep and set on a newly developed square and

almost flush rose, “The Bridge” is the conduit

between art and engineering. Cast in solid brass

and available in all of Turnstyle’s metal finishes,

including polished nickel (as shown) and the

new vintage finishes. World class ironmongery for 

world class interiors “The Bridge” is set to

be the Little Black Dress of door hardware.
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